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Center City includes a number of Philadelphia's top communities as well as the central financial
district. Also known as Downtown Philadelphia, Center City is a busy neighborhood that also has a
few peaceful communities. These neighborhoods are orderly and peaceful, and the residential
properties are primarily within a short distance from the city's historic and artistic landmarks.

Take, for instance, Society Hill, a community that attracts history and architecture aficionados from
different places. With its cobblestone pavements and 18th and 19th century Georgian townhouses,
Society Hill is simultaneously energizing and refreshing for the mind and spirit. The different
historical facilities in Society Hill consist of the St. Peter's Church and Society Hill Synagogue. St.
Peter's School was originally part of the church and now functions as a private grade school.

Just towards the south of Center City, there lies Bella Vista in South Philadelphia, also named South
Philly. Bella Vista translates to "beautiful sight" or "beautiful view" in Italian, and it certainly is. This
dynamic and fresh Italian-American community holds routine events including the Italian Market
Festival. Bella Vista is also home to Fleisher Art Memorial and the Institute for Colored Youth.

The Northern Liberties is an area in the Old City, just to the north of Center City. The property
search Philadelphia real estate agents perform for their clients focuses on exploring the timeless
Italianate -, Greek Revival -, and Federal-style townhouses and public constructions in the
neighborhood. The majority of properties situated here are condos.

Meanwhile, Queen Village is located immediately towards the south of Center City. As is typical of a
lot of communities in the area, Queen Village is home to a variety of historical buildings. Real estate
agents include Queen Village in their real estate Center City Philadelphia listings considering the
area's irresistibly wonderful landscapes, consisting of the quaint Old Swedes Church.

Townhouses and condominiums comprise a notable part of the real estate University City
Philadelphia real estate brokers promote. University City is another name for the community to the
west of Center City. As implied by its name, this area is a significant educational district, and is
home to a number of colleges, middle and high schools, and elementary schools. For further related
information, see Philly.com.
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